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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae

	
		AGENT firmly believes that for every mission there is a unique solution.
	
		By re-defining current problematics as design opportunities, we develop custom made
experiences for each one of our clients and the end users.
	
		The Way of the AGENT is based on a clear understanding of various markets that we
approach through lateral thinking and alternative problem solving.
	
		Based on this standpoint, each project is tackled with an exclusive mindset that is
accomplished by bringing together expertise from different disciplines. This operation is
supported by an integrative process and fueled by mental flexibility, science and
continuous creativity.
	
		With a focus on Disruptive Innovation, our expertise covers product development,
digital media, spaces, branding and strategic design.
	
		Implementing The Way of the AGENT means creating innovative results for any
segment that requires design; and most importantly, getting involved in projects that
positively impact our society and the environment.

Previous Clientele
Adidas, Nike, Hewlett-Packard, SanDisk, KaikuDesign & LeapFrog, among others.

Awards and Accolades
http://destroyafteruse.com/category/the-agents

Awards and Accolades
Red Dot Luminary Award for Design Concept
2010
http://www.red-dot.sg/concept/index.htm
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